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Because of dispersion in head-related transfer functions~HRTFs!, the interaural time difference
~ITD! varies with frequency. This physical effect ought to have consequences for the size or shape
of the auditory image of broadband noise because different frequency regions of the noise have
different ITDs. However, virtual reality experiments suggest that human listeners are insensitive to
head-related dispersion. The experiments of this article test that suggestion by experiments that
isolate dispersion from amplitude effects in the HRTF and attempt to optimize the opportunity for
detecting it. Nevertheless, the experiments find that the only effect of dispersion is to shift the
lateralization of the auditory image. This negative result is explained in terms of the
cross-correlation function for head-dispersed noise. Although the broad-band cross-correlation
function differs considerably from 1.0, the cross-correlation functions within bands characteristic of
auditory filters do not. A detailed study of the lateralization shifts show that the experimental shifts
can be successfully calculated as an average of stimulus ITDs as weighted by Raatgever’s
frequency-weighting function~Thesis, Delft, The Netherlands, 1980!. © 2003 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1592159#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Qp@LRB#
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a sound wave approaches a listener’s ear, it is
fracted by the listener’s head. Diffraction causes the so
wave to be filtered, as characterized by the head-rela
transfer function~HRTF!. The HRTF is dispersive, i.e., th
phase shift is not a linear function of the frequency. Inste
the phase shift increases more slowly than linearly with
creasing frequency. Because the ratio of the phase shi
frequency is the phase delay, the phase delay is not con
but decreases with increasing frequency. It is as though h
frequency sound waves traveled faster around the head
low-frequency waves.

The effects of diffraction by the head, including dispe
sion, can be well approximated by a diffraction formula f
the sound pressure on the surface of a sphere. The form
for an incident plane wave from a distant source~Kuhn,
1977, 1979, 1982, 1987; Kuhn and Guernsey, 1983! appears
as Eq.~A1! in the Appendix. This series formula gives th
complex sound pressure as a function of azimuth,u i , fre-
quency,f, and head radius,a. The frequency and radius ente
only as the dimensionless variablec/(2pa f), wherec is the
speed of sound. For an incident wave from a nearby sou
a corresponding series formula was given by Brung
~1999!, Brungart and Rabinowitz~1999!, and Brungartet al.
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~1999!. In that case the distance from the source to the h
is another variable.

In connection with binaural hearing, where two ears a
involved, it is evident that diffraction will have an effect o
interaural properties. In particular, dispersion affects the
teraural time difference~ITD!, defined here as the interaur
phase delay. The ITD is an important cue used by listener
determine the azimuth of a sound source~Strutt, 1907!, and
dispersion causes the ITD to depend, not only on the
muth, but also on the frequency.

Figure 1 shows the ITD as a function of frequency f
seven different azimuths of incidence~measured from the
forward direction! as calculated from the spherical-head fo
mula. The high-frequency limit of the ITD, shown by fille
squares on the right of Fig. 1, is two-thirds of the low
frequency limit, shown by open circles on the left. A com
parison between the curves and the high- and low-freque
limits shows that most of the change in ITD occurs in
rather narrow frequency region. For frequencies aroun
kHz, where much of the dispersion occurs, the waveleng
of the sound waves are large compared to head anatom
details and very large compared to details of the pin
Therefore, as observed by Kuhn~1982! or Brungart and
Rabinowitz~1999!, the ITDs calculated from the spherica
head formula turn out to be in reasonable agreement w
ITDs measured on real heads or on artificial heads suc
KEMAR.

The question posed in this article is whether human
teners are sensitive to the dispersion created by the h
One line of reasoning suggests that dispersion should,
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deed, be perceptible in human binaural hearing. Figur
shows that the ITD depends strongly on frequency for
incident azimuth of 30°. The ITD changes by about 80ms
~from 399 to 320ms! as the frequency increases from 500
1000 Hz. By comparison, it is known that listeners can de
a change in the ITD as small as 10ms when the baseline ITD
is 400ms ~Domnitz, 1973; Domnitz and Colburn, 1977!. The
ITD shown in Fig. 1 is thephase delay, which describes the
delay in the fine structure of a narrowband signal. Listen
are sensitive to such ITDs in waveform fine structure at f
quencies near 800 Hz, where the dispersion occurs for
and even more sensitive at lower frequencies where dis
sion occurs for larger azimuths. Therefore, the variation
ITD caused by head dispersion is clearly in the range
phase delays that are perceptible.

By numerical differentiation of Eq.~A1! in the Appen-
dix we learned that head dispersion causes a frequency v
tion in group delayabout 50% greater than the variation
phase delay. The group delay describes the delay of p
and valleys in the envelope of the signal. Therefore, the
teraural comparison of envelope features would be at lea
inconsistent across frequency as the comparison of w
form features.

The frequency dependence of the ITD leads to binau
incoherence, characterized by a normalized interaural cr
correlation function with a peak that is less than unity.
turn, binaural incoherence leads to a broadened auditory
age, an effect known as apparent source width~ASW!
~Blauert and Lindemann, 1986; Ando, 1998!. Listeners are
extremely sensitive to the ASW introduced by small amou
of binaural incoherence~Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Con

FIG. 1. Head-related dispersion according to Kuhn’s spherical-head m
with the ears at antipodes. This graph plots the ITD as a function of
frequency for sound incident on a spherical head from various azimu
measured from the forward direction~nose!. The dashed curve indicate
ITDs that equal one-half period for a particular frequency. Points to the
of this line are lateralized as expected according to the sign of the I
Points on this line have ambiguous lateralization. The open circles on
left show the low-frequency limit, ITD5(3a/c)sin(ui). The filled squares on
the right show the high-frequency limit, ITD5(2a/c)sin(ui). The open tri-
angles on the right show the predictions of the Woodworth formula, I
5(a/c)@sin(ui)1ui#, included for reference only. Rectangles show the f
quency ranges used in experiment 1: Broadband: 20–3000 Hz. mid
30°: 400–1200 Hz. Midband 45°: 400–1800 Hz. Narrowband 30°: 80
1000 Hz. Narrowband 45°: 600–800 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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stan, 2002!. Therefore, one might expect that head-rela
dispersion would become evident to listeners through
change in the ASW.

A logical gap in the above reasoning is that it conce
two different kinds of incoherence. The ASW experimen
showing keen sensitivity to binaural incoherence have st
ied incoherence that occurs within a single frequency reg
perhaps producing moment-to-moment variations in the
eral position of an image. By contrast, the incoherence in
duced by dispersion is across different frequencies, perh
producing different lateral positions for different frequen
regions. One can view the present article as an attemp
discover whether what is learned about perceived incoh
ence from ASW experiments can be applied across band
dispersion.

Although the auditory sensitivities described above s
gest that listeners might be able to detect head-related
persion, the evidence from several virtual reality experime
indicates that listeners cannot do so. Experiments by Kis
and Wightman~1992!, Hartmann and Wittenberg~1996!, and
Kulkarni et al. ~1999! asked listeners to discriminate be
tween accurate HRTFs and HRTFs in which the ITDs w
made frequency independent. The experiments found th
does not seem to matter perceptually if the details of I
frequency dependence are suppressed in favor of freque
independent ITDs. Equivalently, these experiments show
it does not matter if the true interaural phase shifts, de
mined experimentally from HRTFs, are replaced by pha
shifts that increase linearly with frequency with a suitab
slope.

The virtual reality experiments suggest that listen
cannot detect the frequency dependence of the ITD typica
human heads. However, additional work is needed to test
generalization because the virtual reality experiments h
not been conclusive. First, head diffraction and correspo
ing virtual reality experiments do not present dispersion
isolation. Instead, head dispersion is always accompanie
an interaural level difference~ILD !, and diffraction causes
the ILD itself to depend on frequency. Second, the virtu
reality experiments have not been optimized for reveal
the effects of dispersion.

The experiments of the present article test the ability
detect dispersion when it is the only frequency-depend
variable and under conditions expected to be optimum. T
experiments use headphones to produce isolated disper
i.e., frequency-dependent ITDs according to the spheri
head calculation without the corresponding ILDs. The e
periments use noise bands with frequency ranges and s
lated azimuths of incidence intended to give the listener
best chance of detecting dispersion.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: DISCRIMINATION AT TWO
INCIDENT AZIMUTHS

In experiment 1, listeners compared noise bands w
spherical-head-related dispersion, as shown in Fig. 1, aga
noise bands with ITDs that were constant~zero dispersion!.
Listeners had the task of recognizing the dispersive~head-
delayed! noise. It was expected that our listeners would u
differences in apparent source width to recognize dispers
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A. Method

Experiment 1 featured two incident azimuths for t
head-delayed noise, 30° and 45°. Figure 1 shows that
have an interesting ITD characteristic. Over the freque
range of interest~20–3000 Hz!, the 30° plot exhibits the
steepest change in ITD as a function of frequency while
45° plot has the most extreme ITD variation~from 563 to
411 ms!. The large variations for these two azimuths wou
be expected to give listeners a good chance of detection

The experiment tested listeners at three different ba
widths, identified as broadband, midband, and narrowba
The purpose of the three was to provide the listener w
different perspectives on the head-delayed interval. T
broadband~BB! ~20–3000 Hz! stimulus included the disper
sive frequency region along with higher and lower freque
cies, where the ITD was nearly constant. The midband~MB!
stimulus was defined by the region where the ITD var
from its maximum value to a much lower high-frequen
shelf value, presenting listeners with only the band of gre
est change. Finally, the narrowband~NB! stimulus was lim-
ited to the steepest part of the ITD change, the region
greatest slope. Because the experimental signals were
duced digitally, it was easy to produce precise noise ba
with frequency ranges shown by rectangles in Fig. 1 w
numerical values given in the caption.

Because our goal was to determine whether listeners
detect dispersion present in head-delayed noise and
present in constant-ITD noise, it was important to control
the fact that listeners could distinguish between the t
noises by the lateralization of their images if the const
ITD was not chosen correctly. The correct value of const
ITD would be that value which leads to the same late
position as the head-delayed noise. However, we did
know what the correct value was. Therefore, we used
different equally spaced constant ITDs in random order d
ing the course of an experiment run. The constant I
ranges were as follows: 30° BB/MB: 260–440ms; 30° NB:
290–362ms; 45° BB/MB: 400–580ms; and 45° NB: 505–
550ms. These regions are shown by rectangles in Fig. 1.
each range the largest and smallest of the ten values
outside the range of ITDs spanned by the head-delayed n
bands.

Both constant-ITD noises and head-delayed noises w
generated digitally by a Tucker-Davis Technologies Arr
Processor, AP2. The processor constructed noises in the
quency domain, setting the upper and lower band limits
filling between them with equal-amplitude random-pha
components. For a head-delayed interval, the processor
introduced the precalculated interaural phases. Fo
constant-ITD interval, it imposed one of the constant IT
values. Both head-delayed and constant-ITD noises were
computed for each experimental trial by using a differe
basis noise waveform and adding frequency-dependen
frequency-independent delay as required. The frequency
pendence of the ITD was verified with a digital delay lin
signal subtractor, and a spectrum analyzer, independen
the signal generating equipment.
1000 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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B. Listeners and procedure

There were four listeners, each identified by a sin
letter: T was a male age 24 with normal hearing and
previous experience in listening experiments. W was a m
age 60 with typical middle-age high-frequency hearing lo
but normal hearing in the range of the present experime
and with extensive previous listening experience. X wa
male age 26 with normal hearing and previous experienc
was a male age 27 with normal hearing and previous ex
rience. Listeners Z and W were the authors.

During runs, listeners sat in a double-walled sound ro
listening with Sennheiser HD-480 II headphones. The
perimental runs consisted of 100 two-interval forced-cho
~2IFC! trials ~ten for each constant ITD value!. On each trial,
the program presented the listener with two 500-ms interv
in random order. One was a constant-ITD stimulus, and
other was head delayed. Both intervals had rise/fall times
approximately 30 ms, and had simultaneous onsets/offse
both ears.

After presenting both intervals, the program prompt
for a response, and the listener pressed one of two button
indicate which interval was head delayed. It was expec
that listeners would learn to recognize the head-dela
noise by feedback given by pilot lamps on the listener’s
sponse box after every trial. Following several training ru
listeners participated in four runs at each combination of
cident azimuth~30° and 45°! and bandwidth~BB, MB, NB!.

C. Results—45°

Experiment 1 found the percentage of trials in which t
listener correctly identified the head-delayed interval a
function of the ITD of the alternative, namely the consta
ITD interval. The experimental results for 45° are shown
Fig. 2, one panel for each listener. Each panel includes th
plots, one for each bandwidth. The data are averaged
the four runs for each bandwidth and show the percentag
trials answered correctly. The error bars on each point h
an overall length of two standard errors of the mean, ba
on the four runs. The horizontal bars labeled ‘‘BB/M
range’’ and ‘‘NB range’’ delineate the set of ITDs included
head-delayed stimuli of those bandwidths. The dashed v
cal line labeled ‘‘LFL’’ corresponds to the low-frequenc
ITD limit of the head-delayed noise, as represented by
open circles in Fig. 1. The dashed horizontal line indica
the 50% correct level~guessing!, which is the performance
expected if listeners cannot distinguish between const
ITD and head-delayed intervals.

The percentages of correct responses in Fig. 2 show
listeners were often confused. The data for listeners W an
tended to be a U-shaped function of the constant ITD, w
best performance at the extremes of the range where
constant ITD most differed from ITDs characteristic of th
head-delayed noise. These listeners achieved perform
rates well in excess of 75% for extreme ITDs but on
chance performance~50%! near the center of the range. Th
data for listeners T and X show that performance hove
around chance, exhibiting only a partial U shape.

It is of interest to compare the ITD of minimum perfo
Z. A. Constan and W. M. Hartmann: Head-related dispersion
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mance for listeners W and Z with the low-frequency lim
indicated by the vertical dashed line~LFL!, especially for the
broadband~BB! case because the BB noise included the lo
frequency region. The data show that the minimum occur
the left of the vertical line, i.e., the most confusable const
ITD was less than the low-frequency limiting value of hea
delay. A similar conclusion can be drawn for listener
though with less confidence. The data for listener X do
show any clear frequency dependence.

FIG. 2. Results of experiment 1 for 45° head dispersion for listeners T
X, and Z. This graph plots the percentage of trials in which the liste
correctly identified the head-delayed stimulus versus the constant-ITD i
val. The three functions represent results from broadband~BB!, midband
~MB!, and narrowband~NB! conditions. The dashed horizontal line at 50
correct indicates chance performance~guessing!. The thin horizontal line
marks the range of ITDs included in the BB and MB head-delayed stim
while the thick horizontal line indicates those ITDs included in the N
head-delayed stimulus. The ten experimental values of constant ITD
these ranges for each bandwidth. The dashed vertical line labeled ‘‘L
marks the low-frequency limit ITD for a sound incident at 45°. Error bars
data points have an overall length of two standard errors.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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D. Results—30°

The experimental results for an azimuth of 30° a
shown in Fig. 3, entirely parallel to Fig. 2 for 45°. The da
for 30° resembled the data for 45° in that performance wa
chance near the middle of the range of constant ITD.
listeners W and Z, the U-shape was narrower and better
fined for 30° than for 45°. The data for listener T were al
better described as U-shaped for 30° than for 45°.

Similar to the 45° data, the minima in the U-shap
functions did not coincide with the low-frequency limit. In
stead, the BB data for listeners T, W, and Z had a minim
that was again to the left of the low-frequency limit, i.e., t
most confusable constant ITD was less than the lo
frequency limit of the head-delayed ITD. Because t
U-shaped functions were somewhat narrower for 30° co
pared to 45°, the shift in the minimum away from the low
frequency limit was more convincing for 30° than for 45°

,
r
r-

i,

an
’’

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for a 30° head dispersion.
1001Z. A. Constan and W. M. Hartmann: Head-related dispersion
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E. Discussion

The results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest a sim
interpretation of experiment 1. The minima of the U-shap
near chance performance for listeners W and Z, and the
erally chance performance for listeners T and X, suggest
listeners cannot distinguish between head-delayed noise
noise with a constant ITD. The high performance for liste
ers W and Z for ITDs at the extremes of the range sugg
that these listeners made decisions based on the diffe
lateralizations of the two kinds of noise. Specifically, nois
with constant ITDs that differed greatly from those ITD
characteristic of the head-delayed noise were systematic
heard to the right or the left of the head-delayed noise.

Informally, all the listeners reported that they heard l
eralization differences in the noises and that their judgme
were affected by that cue. Apparently listeners W and Z, w
were more familiar with the experiment, made more cons
tent use of the lateralization cue.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: ROVED AZIMUTH

Experiment 1 suggested that listeners are unable to
tinguish noise with head-related dispersion from noise w
constant ITD, consistent with the results of virtual real
experiments. However, experiment 1 is not entirely satis
ing because it included a useful lateralization cue, and it w
evident that some listeners were influenced by that cue.
worry about experiment 1 is that in paying attention to t
lateralization of the noise images, listeners may have mis
more subtle differences associated with apparent so
width. Therefore, we are not prepared to say that listen
cannot detect dispersion solely on the basis of experimen

A better experiment would ask listeners to discrimina
between head-delayed noise and noise with constant ITD
context in which lateralization cues are of no use. Therefo
we designed experiment 2 to eliminate the usefulness of
eral position, leaving listeners with only interaural corre
tion as a means for discrimination. Our technique compri
several features. First, we roved the azimuth of the he
delayed noise perceptibly but slightly to prevent listen
from using an arbitrarily-small shift in perceived location
a cue. Second, we chose values of the constant ITD to
maximally confusable with the set of azimuthal location
Third, we provided feedback after the response. The com
nation of the small rove in azimuth and the feedback w
intended to actively discourage the listener from attempt
to use laterality as a cue in the task.

A. Method

Experiment 2 used six different stimuli—three hea
delayed bands associated with various azimuths and t
corresponding constant-ITD bands. According to the des
each trial selected the two intervals randomly, one from e
group so there would be a comparison between head-del
and constant-ITD stimuli. In this way, the lateral positions
the two were randomized, and lateralization provided
consistent cues for the listener. It was expected that liste
would quickly learn from the feedback that small lateraliz
tion cues were useless in performing the task. Aside from
1002 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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roving image positions and the adjusted constant ITDs,
periment 2 was identical to experiment 1, with the sa
task—identify the head-delayed interval.

The experiment included three azimuths, near 45°,
head-delayed stimuli based on previous experience in exp
ment 1. From Fig. 1 it is clear that 45° data exhibit a lar
overall variation in ITD, producing considerable decorre
tion over a relatively small frequency range and a go
chance for our listeners to distinguish head-delayed no
from constant-ITD noises.

To set up experiment 2 we first needed to choose in
dence azimuths above and below 45°. We chose 49° and
because for both of these azimuths the ITDs differed fr
the ITD for 45° by about 30ms, a small but noticeable dif
ference. Next, we needed to choose a set of correspon
constant ITDs. According to results from experiment 1, wh
listeners attempted to identify the 45° head-delayed stimu
the ITD of greatest confusion was 520ms. That value estab
lished a starting point for a preliminary experiment, expe
ment 2A.

B. Experiment 2A—Equivalence of lateral position

The purpose of experiment 2A was to choose three c
stant ITDs that would lead to lateral positions equivalent
head-delayed lateral positions for azimuths of 42°, 45°, a
49°. In experiment 2A the listeners were asked to cho
which of two noises was heard further to the left. One of t
noises was head-delayed, the other had constant ITD.

The goal of finding three constant ITDs~ITD1, ITD2,
and ITD3! that were lateralization-equivalent to head dela
could be expressed in the form of an ideal response ma
with azimuths in the rows and constant ITDs in the colum
as shown in Table I. Each cell of the matrix gives the p
centage of responses indicating that the constant-ITD n
is heard to the left of the head-delayed noise. Most imp
tant, the diagonal elements of the matrix are 50% indicat
complete confusion about whether the constant-ITD stimu
is to the left or right of the head-delayed stimulus. With
that 50% constraint for the diagonal elements, further cen
ing leverage can be obtained by having the left-m
constant-ITD reliably appear to the left of the right-mo
head-delay, and to have the right-most constant ITD app
to the right of the left-most head delay by an equal amou

With the ideal of Table I in mind, we performed runs o
99 trials, 11 repetitions of all possible combinations of co
stant ITD and head delay in random order. The listeners w

TABLE I. Ideal performance in experiment 2A, equivalence of lateral p
sition. In this two-interval task, complete confusion between head-delay
azimuths of 42°, 45°, and 49° and three constant ITDs is shown by 50%
the diagonal cells. This indicates that the noise with constant ITD appea
the left of the head-delayed noise on exactly half the trials. In addition
adjustments attempt to get the off-diagonal corners to be complementary
fairly close to zero and 100%.

ITD1 ITD2 ITD3

42° 50% e%
45° 50%
49° ~1002e!% 50%
Z. A. Constan and W. M. Hartmann: Head-related dispersion
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the same as in experiment 1. We made adjustments to
various ITD values until the listener produced two runs w
results corresponding approximately to the ideal. Differ
listeners required slightly different constant ITDs to achie
lateralization equivalence. The final values of ITD for ea
bandwidth and listener from experiment 2A are given
Table II ~dimensions ofms!. The last line of each section o
the table shows the most confusing constant ITDs from
periment 1 for comparison with the 45° results of experim
2A. The results are very similar.

The percentages of constant-ITD-on-the-left respon
for experiment 2A were collected into three-by-three con
sion matrices, in all, a set of 12 arrays—four listeners tim
three bandwidth conditions, broadband~BB, 20–3000 Hz!,
midband~MB, 400–1800 Hz!, and narrowband~NB, 600–
800 Hz!. For listeners W and Z, the arrays resembled Tab
rather well. The mean of the 18 diagonal elements for th
two listeners was 47%~616!, and the corner elements we
equal or close to 100% and 0%. For listeners T and X,
arrays approximated the form of Table I, but the table ent
all tended more toward a mean value of 50%, as might
expected from the results of experiment 1. Therefore, i
probable that the sets of constant ITDs in Table II effectiv
eliminated lateralization as a useable cue in discrimina
experiments for both pairs of listeners. Although changes
noise image location might have been perceptible for list

TABLE II. Results of experiments 2A and 2B for three bandwidths and f
listeners~T, W, X, and Z!. The results of experiment 2A are shown as t
best matching constant ITDs~units ofms! for three azimuths~42°, 45°, and
49°!. The results of experiment 2B are the diagonal elements of the co
sion matrices, percentages showing the listener’s ability to distinguish
tween a head-delayed stimulus~azimuth! and the constant ITD. A score o
50% is expected for random guessing. Average ITDs over the four liste
and the most confusing ITD from experiment 1~45°! are given for compari-
son.

Listener 42° vs ITD1 45° vs ITD2 49° vs ITD3

Broadband~20–3000 Hz!
2A 2B 2A 2B 2A 2B

T 475 ms⇒49% 510ms⇒52% 545ms⇒55%
W 490 ms⇒59% 520ms⇒47% 550ms⇒53%
X 490 ms⇒53% 520ms⇒52% 550ms⇒52%
Z 480 ms⇒51% 510ms⇒54% 540ms⇒56%
AV 484 ms⇒53% 515ms⇒51% 546ms⇒54%
Experiment 1 520ms

Midband ~400–1800 Hz!
2A 2B 2A 2B 2A 2B

T 460 ms⇒52% 505ms⇒48% 550ms⇒56%
W 490 ms⇒43% 525ms⇒54% 545ms⇒67%
X 485 ms⇒60% 515ms⇒51% 545ms⇒45%
Z 480 ms⇒50% 510ms⇒49% 540ms⇒50%
AV 479 ms⇒51% 514ms⇒50% 545ms⇒54%
Experiment 1 510ms

Narrowband~600–800 Hz!
2A 2B 2A 2B 2A 2B

T 490 ms⇒57% 535ms⇒48% 580ms⇒49%
W 500 ms⇒50% 530ms⇒58% 560ms⇒43%
X 490 ms⇒47% 520ms⇒51% 550ms⇒52%
Z 500 ms⇒45% 530ms⇒48% 560ms⇒55%
AV 495 ms⇒50% 529ms⇒51% 562ms⇒50%
Experiment 1 540ms
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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ers W and Z, those changes were unlikely to be of any va
in performing the task because of the symmetry of the
sign.

C. Experiment 2B—Discrimination

After the appropriate noise signals were established
experiment 2A, the four listeners were presented with th
noises, in pairs, in experiment 2B. The task in experiment
was the same as in experiment 1—in a randomly orde
trial, discriminate the head-delayed interval from t
constant-ITD interval by any means possible. With the util
of a lateralization cue likely eliminated, it was expected th
listeners could only depend on the stimulus dispersion.

Experiment 2B comprised four runs for the three ban
width conditions~BB,MB,NB!—a total of 12 runs for each
listener. Each run consisted of 99 trials, 11 occurrences of
9 possible pairs of incident azimuth and constant ITD, p
sented in random order.

The results for experiment 2B were displayed in 12
rays, as for experiment 2A, a total of 108 values. Of the
only one combination of head-delay and constant ITD led
more than 75% correct~77%! and only one combination led
to more than 75% wrong~76%!. The 12 arrays are summa
rized in the 12 lines of Table II by giving only the diagon
elements of the arrays. If listeners cannot distinguish
tween constant ITDs and head-delays, these elements sh
be 50%. The table entries are, in fact, close to 50%. Non
the entries approach threshold values of 25% or 75%.
conclusion of experiment 2B was that listeners cannot dis
guish between head-delayed noise and constant-ITD n
when these noises are similarly lateralized.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3—BROADBAND, WRONG HEAD

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that listeners are inse
tive to dispersion resulting from head diffraction. We susp
that this insensitivity arises because the head dispersion
not introduce a detectable form of incoherence. There is
other possibility, however. It is possible that listeners a
insensitive to head-related dispersion because they are s
miliar with it. In real life, this dispersion, and the resultin
binaural incoherence, is an unavoidable consequence of
ing a head. Experiment 3—broadband, wrong head was
formed to test the second possibility.

A. Method

To test the possibility that listeners did not detect t
head-related dispersion because it was so natural, we
sented listeners with dispersion that had the same magni
and yet was unnatural. The wrong-head experiment use
inverted dispersion curve. The stimuli were created by st
ing with the values for 45° incidence, as shown in Fig. 1, a
simply reversing the sign of the difference from the low
frequency limit. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4, whic
shows the 45° part of Fig. 1 together with the wrong-he
function. The same transformation was applied to the
and 49° stimuli as well to produce three perceptual
separate wrong-head images. Only the broadband frequ
range~20–3000 Hz! was used.
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Aside from changes in the stimuli, experiment 3 ran e
actly the same as experiment 2, with parts A and B. Aga
runs consisted of 11 presentations of each of the 9 pairi
The four listeners each did four runs in 3B.

B. Results of Experiment 3A—Equivalence of lateral
position

As for experiment 2A, constant ITDs were adjusted
approach the ideal in Table I. After a series of runs est
lished the three values of constant ITDs that were most c
fused with the three wrong-head delays, the percentag
judgments with the constant ITD on the left were put in
three-by-three confusion matrices. Ideally the diagonal e
ments of these matrices should be 50%. The average
diagonal elements actually obtained for the four listen
were T 55~617!, W 50 ~69!, X 55 ~64!, and Z 48~65!.
The final constant-ITD values appear in Table III.

It is of interest to compare the optimized constant IT
in Table III ~wrong head! with the optimized constant ITDs
in the broadband part of Table II~head-related! because the
low-frequency limits were the same for these two cases.
constant ITDs that optimally matched the wrong-head del
were always greater, by about 8% on the average. This re
indicates that the perceived equivalent ITD is not establis

FIG. 4. The wrong-head stimulus for 45° is a reflection of the stimulus
45° about the low-frequency limit for the ITD. Thus, the magnitude of
dispersion is the same but the signs are opposite.

TABLE III. Results of experiments 3A and 3B~wrong head! for four lis-
teners~T, W, X, and Z!. The results of experiment 3A are shown as the b
matching constant ITDs~units ofms! for three azimuths~42°, 45°, and 49°!.
The results of experiment 3B are the diagonal elements of confusion m
ces, percentages showing the listener’s ability to distinguish betwee
wrong-head-delayed stimulus~azimuth! and the constant ITD. A score o
50% is expected for random guessing. Average ITDs and percentag
correct identifications over the four listeners are given to summarize.

Wrong head—Broadband~20–3000 Hz!
42° vs ITD1 45° vs ITD2 49° vs ITD3

Listener 3A 3B 3A 3B 3A 3B

T 500 ms⇒53% 545ms⇒46% 590ms⇒58%
W 530 ms⇒21% 560ms⇒54% 590ms⇒53%
X 530 ms⇒55% 565ms⇒48% 600ms⇒56%
Z 530 ms⇒53% 560ms⇒57% 590ms⇒63%

AV 522 ms⇒46% 558ms⇒51% 592ms⇒58%
1004 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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by the low-frequency limit. Instead, the equivalent IT
seems to reflect some form of average of ITDs present in
band.

C. Results of Experiment 3B—Discrimination

After choosing appropriate constant ITDs in experime
3A, we asked listeners to discriminate between cons
ITDs and head-delays in experiment 3B, parallel to expe
ment 2B. The results for experiment 3B were displayed
three-by-three confusion matrices as for experiment 3A
was expected that the diagonal elements of these mat
would be about 50% because lateralizations should be m
equivalent for those elements. The values of diagonal
ments actually obtained appear in Table III. Except for o
anomalously low value~21% for listener W! the values were
close to 50% as expected. In fact, the off-diagonal eleme
were also close to 50%. Of 24 such elements for the f
listeners, the largest was 67% and the smallest was 37%.
mean~6sd! was 52%~69%!. There was only one combina
tion of head-delay and constant ITD that led to more th
75% correct or incorrect. The conclusion of experiment
was the same as for experiment 2B, namely that listen
cannot distinguish between head-delayed noise and cons
ITD noise when these noises are similarly lateralized. The
fore, the conjecture that head-related dispersion is not
tected only because it is familiar is disproved.

V. LATERAL POSITION

The lateral position experiments, 2A and 3A, were ne
essary preliminary experiments for the discrimination expe
ments that followed. However, the lateral position expe
ments proved to have value in their own right. We used th
data to find the value of the constant-ITD that best matc
the simulated 42°, 45°, and 49° head-delayed functions.

Because the percentage of constant-ITD-left respon
in the lateralization confusion matrices~not shown here! did
not agree exactly with the ideal in Table I, we used the d
in the matrices to make straight line fits. We performed b
fits independently for the four experimental condition
broadband, midband, narrowband, and wrong-head.
best-matching ITD was obtained by drawing a straight l
through the two percentages closest to 50% and interpola
or extrapolating to the 50% point. The three azimuths, fo
experimental conditions, and four listeners led to a total
48 such calculations.1 The 48 best-matching ITDs are show
by open symbols in Fig. 5.

The best-matching ITDs from Fig. 5 can be compar
with expectations about lateralization based on the stimu
The dashed lines in the figure give the values of the ITDs
the highest frequency and the lowest frequency in the stim
lus as well as the maximum value of ITD in the stimulus.~It
is the minimum value for the wrong head.! Figure 5 shows
that the best-matching ITDs do not agree with any of th
limiting values except, perhaps, for the narrowbands, wh
everything is close together. It is particularly interesting th
the best-matching ITDs do not agree with the low-frequen
values in the stimulus. A similar conclusion was reached
experiments 1 and 3.
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An alternative estimate of the expected best-match
ITD based on the stimulus is the value of the lag at the p
of the cross-correlation function. The filled diamonds in F
5 show this lag of the peak measured on the experime
stimuli. It is evident that the peaks of the cross-correlat
functions agree with the best-matching ITDs only for t
narrowbands. For the broadband and midband cases
peaks of the cross-correlation occur at ITD values that
much lower than the best-matching constant ITD values.
might be expected, for the wrong-head case the cro
correlation peaks occur at ITD values that are much high

The problem with the peak in the cross-correlation fun
tion is that the cross-correlation calculation gives too mu
weight to the high frequencies, as noted by Kulkarniet al.
~1999!. An improved estimate would weight lower freque
cies preferentially prior to cross-correlation~e.g., Bernstein
and Trahiotis, 1996!. Alternatively, a prediction for the best
matching ITD can be obtained from a frequency-weigh
average of the stimulus ITDs. The solid line in Fig. 5 w
calculated from a weighted average of the values of I
present in the bands. The weighting function emphasized
frequencies around 600 Hz and rolled off with differe
slopes above and below 600. The function was an as
metrical Gaussian:

u~ f !5exp@2~ f /60021!2#, f >600,

u~ f !5exp@2~ f /30022!2#, f ,600.

This function was developed by Raatgever~1980! to de-
scribe broadband noise experiments in which one-third
tave bands of noise were given delays different from the

FIG. 5. Open symbols show the best-matching ITDs, i.e., values of con
ITD matching the lateralization of noise synthesized with incident azimu
of 42°, 45°, and 49° for four conditions: broadband, midband, narrowba
and broadband wrong head. The four open symbols are for the four diffe
listeners.~Some points have been slightly displaced horizontally for clari!
Dashed lines are labeled ‘‘HI,’’ ‘‘LO,’’ and ‘‘MAX.’’ These show the ITD at
the highest frequency in the stimulus~HI!, the ITD at the lowest frequency
in the stimulus~LO!, and the maximum value of the ITD in the stimulu
~MAX !. ~For midband noise the MAX and LO values are the same.! ~The
maximum is turned into a minimum by the wrong-head manipulation.! The
highest-frequency values for the wrong-head stimuli are above 600ms. The
solid line shows the weighted average of stimulus ITDs, as weighted
Raatgever’s asymmetrical Gaussian function. The solid diamonds show
peaks of cross-correlation functions measured on the stimuli. Solid
monds on the top axis are off the chart at ITD values~from left to right! 620,
660, and 700ms.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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of the noise spectrum and then increased in intensity u
they dominated the perception of lateralization. The f
quency bands that required the least increase were given
greatest weight in functionu( f ). It is evident that Raatgev
er’s weighting procedure provides an excellent fit to the l
eralization results in Fig. 5. This weighting function has a
been incorporated into models that have successfully
counted for the lateralization of bands of noise narrower th
our broadband noise.~Sternet al., 1988; Shackletonet al.,
1992!.

VI. COHERENCE

Data from the spherical-head experiments showed
listeners could not distinguish between noise bands
constant-ITD and head-delayed noises with equivalent lat
positions. That result is somewhat surprising because
head-delayed stimuli led to a large change in ITD acr
frequency.

To further pursue the binaural physical properties of
stimulus we measured the coherence~defined as the height o
the peak of the normalized cross-correlation function! of 1 s
samples of our stimuli. The coherence values for he
delayed noises at 45° were as follows: for broadband no
0.963; for midband noise, 0.972; and for narrowband no
0.999. Values for 42° and 49° differed by less than 0.01 fr
the values at 45°. By contrast, the measured coherence
ues of our constant-ITD stimuli were all 1.000, as expect

A. Comparative coherence

The measured values of reduced coherence can be c
pared with the just-detectable incoherence found in exp
ments designed to study the detection of incoherenceper se.
~Note: Quantitatively, one can think of incoherence as
minus the coherence.! These experiments~called ‘‘added-
noise’’ experiments! begin with a common noise in both ea
~reference coherence of 1.0! and then reduce the coheren
by adding an independent noise to one or both ears.
just-detectable level of the independent noise immedia
leads to the threshold for incoherence detection.

In such experiments, Pollack and Trittipoe~1959a,b!
found that listeners could detect a decorrelation in broadb
noise that reduces the coherence to 0.96. Gabriel and
burn ~1981! found detectable decorrelation when coheren
was reduced to 0.975. Constan~2002! found detectable deco
rrelation when coherence was reduced to 0.96 for nine
teners out of nine. For two of the listeners who participa
in the present study decorrelation could be detected at a
herence value greater than 0.98. These threshold coher
values are comparable to the coherence of our head-del
noises—0.963 for broadband and 0.972 for midband. The
fore, one might reasonably expect the head-delayed inco
ence to have been detected in experiments 1–3.

A possible explanation for our negative detection res
lies in the fact that experiments 1–3 required coherence
crimination when the baseline ITDs were near 500ms. Pol-
lack and Trittipoe~1959a,b! reported some loss in resolutio
for images lateralized by an ITD, and the review by Durla
and Colburn~1978! noted that coherent noise begins to lo
its compact character for delays greater than 1000ms. Such
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an effect is expected on the basis of models of the bina
delay line in which the density of EE cells becomes progr
sively sparser as their characteristic delay increases.
consequent emphasis on cells with small delays has b
called ‘‘centrality’’ ~Stern and Trahiotis, 1995!.

An experimental study of the ability to detect decorre
tion as a function of ITD was made by Constan~2002!. The
results showed that the value of coherence required for
tection did decrease slightly as the ITD increased from 0
500 ms, as expected, but for two listeners out of three,
reduced coherence remained above 0.97. Therefore, an
peal to the baseline ITD as an explanation for the result
experiment 1–3 was not persuasive.

B. Incoherence within bands and across bands

There is an important difference between incohere
caused by dispersion and incoherence caused by addin
dependent noise. Dispersion creates incoherence becaus
ferent frequency regions lead to different ITDs, perhaps p
ceived as different directions by the listener. However, wit
any narrowband, the change in coherence tends to be
small. There are mathematical reasons why this is so. Ov
narrowband, it can be assumed that the ITD varies line
with frequency. If the band is centered at frequencyf 0 and
the extent of the variation in ITD over the band isDt, then it
can be shown that the peak of the normalized cro
correlation function differs from unity by an amount propo
tional to (f 0Dt)2. Thus, incoherence varies only as t
square of the dispersion, tending to make it small. Dram
evidence of this effect occurred for the narrowbands use
our experiments. These bands were chosen to have the g
est possible concentrated variation in ITD, and yet wh
their cross-correlation functions were measured the co
ence turned out to be 0.999 or 0.998.

The small incoherence found in the narrowbands w
surprising, but it might have been predicted. In the limit
an infinitesimal bandwidth the signal becomes a pure to
and the coherence for a pure tone is always unity. The m
of this story is that it is difficult to get much incoherenc
from a smooth ITD variation over a small bandwidth.

In fact, the narrowbands used in our experiments w
not particularly narrow by the standards of auditory filterin
The band limits were 600 and 800 Hz, a bandwidth of 2
Hz centered on 700, for a relative bandwidth of 29%, or 0
oct, or 2.0 Cams.2 Therefore, even with a large amount
dispersion there is very little incoherence within each criti
band—even less than we measured in our narrowb
stimuli. By contrast, when noise is made binaurally incoh
ent by adding a little independent noise, the incoherenc
statistically identical in each critical band and equal to
overall incoherence.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

After presenting listeners with a range of theoretic
head-shift stimuli~covering several different azimuths, thre
bandwidths, and one inversion!, this study concludes tha
listeners cannot distinguish a signal with head-related dis
sion from one that is perfectly coherent. Thus, it seems
1006 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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listeners are insensitive to the decorrelation introduced
the presence of a spherical head. It is possible for listener
detect dispersion based on lateral position, as suggeste
Kulkarni et al. ~1999!, but when lateral position is eliminate
as a useable cue listeners cannot discriminate between n
with constant ITD and noises with dispersion. Unfortunate
it is statistically difficult to demonstrate a negative resu
Confidence in the conclusion reported here derives pa
from the consistency of results from three rather similar
periments.

Initially, this conclusion was surprising because the e
perimental head-delayed stimuli had been chosen to try
maximize the role of dispersion in several ways, and
values of incoherence measured on the stimuli were com
rable to known thresholds for incoherence detection. Th
thresholds were based on added-noise experiments in w
incoherence was created by starting with diotic noise a
reference~zero incoherence! and adding independent nois
However, dispersion creates incoherence that is quan
tively evident only when computed across a frequency ra
that is wide compared to auditory filter widths. By contra
the added-noise experiments create incoherence in each
cal band. We conclude that listeners are sensitive to inco
ence within critical bands, but are sufficiently insensitive
incoherence across bands that they cannot detect h
related dispersion.

Additional experiments studied the lateralization of d
persive noises. These experiments bear directly on the
in the location of an auditory image caused by head disp
sion in free-field listening. The shifts were found to be lar
enough to recommend that future work on localization
lateralization of broadband sounds cannot simply assoc
an ITD with direction without considering the range of th
power spectrum. The low-frequency limit is not accura
enough. Further, the effective ITD cannot be estimated s
cessfully from the peak of the cross-correlation function.
stead, the effective ITD for image location turns out to be
weighted average of ITDs actually present in the stimul
An asymmetrical Gaussian weighting function, proposed
Raatgever~1980! for a different purpose, gives a good a
count of our lateralization data.
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APPENDIX: ROUND-HEAD MATHEMATICS

The dispersion calculations of this article follow Kuh
~1977! in assuming a plane wave incident on a spheri
head with ears separated by 180°.
Z. A. Constan and W. M. Hartmann: Head-related dispersion
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Kuhn’s formulation of the pressure at the surface o
sphere is as follows:

S pi1ps

po
D

r 5a

5S 1

kaD 2

(
n50

nmax i n11~2n11!Pn~cosu!

j n8~ka!2 iyn8~ka!
.

~A1!

The symbolspi , ps , andpo refer to incident, scattered
and free-field pressures respectively. The argumentka in this
equation consists of the wave numberk, defined as 2p di-
vided by the wavelength, and the head radiusa, which is
nominally 0.0875 m. FunctionP is a Legendre polynomial
Functionsj 8 andy8 are derivatives of spherical Bessel fun
tions and spherical Neuman functions respectiv
~Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964!.

Angle u is the azimuth of the source, measured w
respect to the interaural axis. For antipodal ears, one can
u to be 90° or less for the near ear, and set it to the com
ment ~1802u! for the far ear. Because Eq.~A1! only in-
volves cos~u!, evaluations for the near ear and far ear on
require the calculation of Legendre polynomials forc
5cos(u) and 2c5cos(1802u), respectively. The usua
definition of incident angle in binaural research is with r
spect to the forward direction, calledu i . Angleu in Eq. ~A1!
is computed from the equation:u5902u i .

Equation~A1! is a transfer functionH for a given inci-
dent angleu i and angular frequencyv, wherev is k times
the speed of sound. With subscripte indicating either leftL
or right R ears, the transfer function can be written in term
of magnitude and phase,

He5uHe~v!uexp@ ife~v!#. ~A2!

The log magnitude and phase can be extracted by taking
natural log,

ln He~v!5ne~v!1 ife~v!, ~A3!

wherene is the transfer function gain in nepers. Interau
properties can be completely described by the intera
transfer function, which is the ratioHR /HL , or

ln@HR~v!2HL~v!#5Dn~v!1 iDf~v!, ~A4!

where

Dn~v!5nR~v!2nL~v!, ~A5!

and

Df~v!5fR~v!2fL~v!. ~A6!

The interaural time difference (ITD5Dt) then is the phase
delay for a sine of frequencyv, Dt5Df/v.

1. Our stimuli

Stimuli used in this paper always tookDn50 because
the focus was on the ITD and its frequency dependence.
experiments contrasted two forms of ITD, head-delayed—
computed from the phase shifts in Eq.~6!—and constant,
Dt5Dt0 . The constant ITD condition was called ‘‘linea
phase’’ by Kulkarniet al. ~1999! because it leads to an inte
aural phase that is a linear function of frequency,Df
5Dt0v. This condition was also used by McKinley an
Ericson~1997!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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2. Minimum phase

The concept of minimum phase is not particularly he
ful in the context of our work. It is discussed here in order
make contact with previous work~Kulkarni et al., 1999; Ki-
stler and Wightman, 1992!. Minimum phase values of phas
shifts for left and right ears,cL and cR , are Hilbert trans-
forms of nL andnR ~e.g., Hartmann, 1997, pp. 580 ff!. Be-
cause the Hilbert transform is a linear operation, the m
mum phase function for the interaural phase shift is

Dc5cR2cL5H~Dn!, ~A7!

whereH is the Hilbert transform operator.
Previous authors have studied interaural phase shift

the form

Df5Dc1vt0 , ~A8!

i.e., minimum phase plus linear phase~frequency-
independent delay!, whereDc is calculated from a measure
log magnitude HRTF. This form has been justified becaus
is believed that the HRTFs are well described as minim
phase plus linear phase~e.g., Mehrgardt and Mellert, 1977!.
In our case, Eq.~A8! is exact because the spherical he
transfer functions, as described by Eq.~A1! are minimum
phase. To illustrate that idea, Fig. 6 shows the ITD for 3
and 45° calculated in two ways. First~solid line!, the ITD
was calculated from Eq.~A6!, essentially the difference o
left and right phase shifts calculated from Eq.~A1!. Second
~dashed line!, the ITD was calculated from the Hilbert trans
form of the log magnitude of the interaural transfer functio
i.e., from Eq.~A7!. ~In both cases, the low-frequency limit o
the ITD was subtracted off.! The agreement between the tw
different kinds of calculation is so good that the dashed l
cannot be seen except at the high frequencies where the
line stops, somewhere above 2 kHz.

In connection with minimum phase calculations, a s
mantic difficulty has arisen when Eq.~A8! is used to de-
scribe the interaural time difference by dividing byv,

FIG. 6. Interaural time difference~ITD or Dt) for 30° and 45°. The ITD
shown by the solid line is from the imaginary part of the log of the interau
transfer function@Eq. ~A6!#. The ITD shown by the dashed line is calculate
from the Hilbert transform of the real part of the log of the interaural tra
fer function @Eq. ~A7!#. The low-frequency limit is subtracted off in both
calculations. The agreement between the two calculations is perfect,
dence that the interaural transfer function is minimum phase. The do
lines show the interaural level difference~ILD or Dn), the real part of the
log of the interaural transfer function. These ILDs were used in the Hilb
transform calculation.
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Dt5Df/v5Dc/v1t0 . ~A9!

This ITD, Dt, has been described in the literature as f
quency independent. In fact, it is only thet0 part that is
frequency independent. The minimum phase partDc/v has
an important frequency dependence that cannot be igno

1Of these 48 fits, 23 were interpolated, 11 were extrapolated, and 7
exactly on 50%. There were seven comparisons that were not mono
and defied the fitting procedure. For those seven values we took the v
of ITD1, ITD2, or ITD3 from the stimuli themselves because the course
the equivalence-of-position experiments leads naturally to these ass
tions.

2Auditory filter units of Camscome from integrating the reciprocal of th
critical bandwidth, as measured on the banks of the River Cam in Engl
~Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Moore, 1995!. The integral is not hard to do
~Hartmann, 1997, p. 251!. The term ‘‘Cam’’ is preferred by the authors as
name for units on this particular critical band scale. It is preferred over
more widely used ‘‘ERB’’~stands for equivalent rectangular bandwidth!
because all critical band units since the time of Barkhausen~1926! and
Fletcher~1938! have been equivalent rectangular bandwidths.
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